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REMEMBERING 1 MILLION NEW YORKERS BURIED

IN MASS, UNMARKED GRAVES ON HART ISLAND

NYC Hart Island Touchstone Walk and Vigil

When: Sunday, October 16th at 2 pm

Where: Bereavement Vigil Stonewalk Starts at King Ave, City Island, NYC

HART ISLAND, NYC — More than 1 million New Yorkers lie buried in mass, unmarked graves in the

largest public cemetery in the US. That cemetery is on Hart Island, a part of New York City. Now, a

coalition of families and friends, whose loved ones are buried on the island, are hoping to get permission

to place a Touchstone on the island to pay tribute to these forgotten souls.

On Sunday, October 16th at 2:00 pm EDT, the Hart Island Touchstone Coalition (HITC) will stage the

first in a proposed series of bereavement walks to honor the memory of those who have succumbed to the

scourge of pandemic illnesses, including infants, as well as from AIDS. Most recently, Hart Island was

used for the mass burial of hundreds of NYC residents who died in the Covid pandemic.

The HITC community will pull a hand-drawn carriage containing a granite Global Pandemics Touchstone

donated to the Coalition by the nonprofit Peace Abbey Foundation on a course from Pelham Cemetery on

King Avenue at City Island to the entrance of the Ferry Dock overlooking Hart Island Cemetery. The

quarter-mile bereavement walk with the Touchstone, which stands 7 feet in height and weighs 1 ton

(2,000 pounds), will bring together families and friends who have loved ones buried in mass, unmarked

graves and who are seeking to have the Touchstone placed there in their loved one's honor.

Elsie Soto, Bronx resident and Hart Island Coalition spokesperson, states that “Our immediate goal is to

have the stone accepted by the Government of the City of New York and placed on Hart Island.” Since

2021 Hart Island has been under the jurisdiction of the Department of Parks & Recreation.

“The touchstone, offered at no cost to taxpayers, will fill a pressing need for an enduring symbol

representing all who are buried there — to signify to the world that these people were individuals who

loved and were loved, and whose lives mattered," says Ms. Soto.

In raising public awareness regarding the Hart Island Cemetery, which is the largest public cemetery in

the United States, the Coalition will also pursue the establishment of alternate access to Hart Island

beyond ferry service from City Island, which at the present time is the only point of access to Hart Island.

For more information, contact:

Elsie Soto, Coordinator/ Spokesperson

elsiesoto2002@gmail.com

917.756.5295 cell/text

Lewis M. Randa, Executive Director

The Peace Abbey Foundation

www.peaceabbey.org

508.259.8508 cell/text

http://www.peaceabbey.org/



